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It is known that the optimal controller for a linear dynamic system disturbed 
by additive, independently distributed in time, not necessarily Gaussian, noise 
is a linear function of the state variables if the performance criterion is the 
expected value of a quadratic form. This result is known to hold also when the 
noise is Gaussian and is multiplied by a linear function of the state and/or 
control variables. 
In this paper it is proved that the optimal controller for a discrete-time 
linear dynamic system with quadratic performance criterion is a linear function 
of the state variables when the additive random vector is a nonlinear function 
of the state and/or control variables and not necessarily Gaussian noise which 
is independently distributed in time, provided only that the mean value of 
the random vector is zero (there is no loss of generality in assuming this) and 
the covariance matrix of the random vector is a quadratic function of the 
state and/or control variables. The above-mentioned known results emerge 
as special cases and certain nonlinear other special cases are exhibited. 
1. INTR~DuOTI~N 
In the case of a linear dynamic system disturbed by additive noise distri- 
buted independently in time, it is known that the optimal controller that 
minimizes the expected value of a quadratic performance criterion is a linear 
function of the system’s state variables. Furthermore, this linear controller 
is independent of the statistical moments of the additive system noise and, 
though the result is most often stated for Gaussian noise, is independent of 
the shape of the probability distribution of the noise. If the additive noise 
appears in the system equations multiplied by a linear function of the system’s 
state and/or control variables then, in the Gaussian case, it turns out that the 
optimal controller is again a linear function of the system’s state variables but 
depends upon the statistics of the noise [l-4] (for further references, see [4]). 
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In this paper we consider optimal control of a discrete-time linear system 
driven by a random vector which is a nonlinear function of the system’s state 
and/or control variables and noise which is independently distributed in time. 
We prove that the optimal controller which minimizes the expected value of a 
quadratic performance criterion is a linear function of the (perfectly observ- 
able) system’s state variables provided only that the mean value of the 
additive random vector is zero (there is no loss of generality in assuming this) 
and the covariance matrix of the additive random vector is a quadratic function 
of the system’s state and/or control variables, No Gaussian assumption is 
made on the random vector or noise source. In general the linear optimal 
controller is a function of the statistics of the additive random vector. The 
new result particularises to the discrete-time versions of the known ones 
mentioned above and contains some other special cases which are interesting 
because they are examples of genuinely nonlinear stochastic systems which 
result in linear optimal controllers. Of course, if the noise is identically zero 
our results reduce to the standard ones for the deterministic linear-quadratic 
problem [5]. The discrete-time results presented in this paper should extend, 
with due attention to mathematical technicalities, to continuous time. 
2. FORMULATION 
We consider the problem of minimizing with respect to (Us} the perform- 
ance criterion 
subject to the stochastic dynamic system 
X k+l = Akxk + Bkuk + mk f .fkcxk , uk , ak); x0 given, (2) 
wherex,ERn,ukERm,olkERq,fk:Rn x R” x Rq+RRandQN,Qlc, R,, 
A, , B, are matrices of appropriate dimensions and m, E R”. 
The noise sequence (01~) is assumed to be independently distributed in 
time and not necessarily Gaussian. Our assumptions on the random vector 
function fk are as follows. 
ASSUMPTION 1. Jk(xk , uk) A E[fk(xk , uk , ak)] is zero for all xk E A”, 
uk E R”, k = 0 ,..., N - 1. 
Note. The results derived in this paper hold if one assumes also that 
3( k xK , uk) is a linear function of xk , uk . However, there is no loss of generality 
in assuming jk(xk, uk) = 0 because appropriate choices of A, , B, , m, will 
model any mean value of fk which is linear in xy and uk . 
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ASSUMPTION 2. F&Q , Up) & E[f,(x, , ulc , c+J~~~(x~ , ulc , Q)] exists and 
is a general quadratic function of xk , ulc for k = O,..., N - 1. That is, 
Fk(xk , ug) has the representation: 
FIe(xk: , uk) = Pko + 5 Pki(&~kTW,i~, 
i=l 
+ uk*Nkixk + +ukTMkiuk + xkTgk” + uleThkf), (3) 
where Pki, Wki, Nrci, Mki are matrices of appropriate dimensions, gki E Rn, 
hki E R”, and Pki, Wki, Mki are symmetric, i = O,..., n’ where n’ = [n(n f 1)/2]. 
ASSUMPTION 3. Representation (3) is such that 
F&k , ~3 3 0 Vxk E R”, uk E Rm. 
Note. Assumption 3 is necessary (hence not at all restrictive) in order 
that Flc(xk , UJ be a covariance matrix for each xlc E Rn, uL E Rm. The optimal 
control sequence {uh} is to be drawn from the sequences of closed loop con- 
trollers; i.e., of the form 
uk = ck(xk); xk & (xO, x1,.'.~ xk} (4) 
where C,: R” x Rk -+ Rm; k = O,..., N - 1. Note that because {cyk) is a 
sequence of random variables independently distributed in time, knowledge 
of xk is equivalent to knowledge of xk (that is, (2) is a Markov process)so that 
(4) can be written 
uk = ck(xk); k = O,..., N - 1. (5) 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Define: 
wk(sk+l) ii 4 F tr(Sk+lPki) wki; 
i=l 
Nk(sk+,) & 4 5 tr(Sk+lPki) Nki; 
i=l 
Mk(sk+d & $? 5 tr(Sk+lPki) Mki; 
i=l 
Ek(sk+l) & !i g tr(Sk+lPki)gk’; 
i=l 
li,(sk+d 2 4 5 tr(Sk+lPki) hki; 
i=l 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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&t A R, + B,cT&,,& + ~,d&+d; 
A, 62 B,cT&,,A, + ~&%+d; 
Sk 2 BkTSk,,mk + BkTdk,, + hk(Sk+d; 
S, = Q,c + A,cT&+,A, + W&G+,) - &T%1& SN = QN; 
dk = AkTSk,,mk + AkTdk+, + g,(s,+,) - &&i%; dN = 0; 
ek = 3 tr(S,+,P,‘) + ~m,TS,,,m, + dr+,m, + ek+l - &Fz~~&~%,; 
eN - - 0. 
Then, if 
8, > 0 for azz h E {O,..., N - l> 
the optimal closed loop controller for (2) is 
uk = --R,l[Akxk + l?i,]; k = o,..., N - 1, 
and the minimum value of (1) is given by 
QxoSoTxo + doTxo + e, . 
Proof. Define 
N-l 
Jkhk) A u,,y~N-, E 1% zk +(XiTQiXi + u,~RP,) + SXN~QNXN 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
Then, as is well known, the optimal performance criterion satisfied the 
Bellman equation 
J&k) = 2” E lzk {hcTQkxlc + hTR,u, + Jle+dxlc+d> (21) 
= mui+TQkxk + &ukTRkuk + E I~, Jk+~(xk+~)> (22) 
and 
J&N) = ~XN’QNXN. (23) 
We now show by induction that 
J&G) 6 BxkT&x, + dkTxk + ek (24) 
solves (22), by noting that (24) is true for k = N, by assuming that (24) is 
true for lz + 1 and by proving that it is true for K. 
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Substituting the assumed expression for Jk+r(xk+J into the right hand side 
of (22) yields 
n$-4x,‘Qkxli + Qu,cT&u, + E lxk [A,cxk + B,u, + mk +fk(xk , uk , Olk)lT 
x sk+,[Akxk + &% + mk +fk(Xk , uk , ak)l 
+ E I+ d~+l[A$k + Bk% + mk +fkbk j Ilk , ak>l + ek+l> (25) 
= min{+xkrQkxk + *ukTRkuk + &XkTAkTsk+,AkXk + UkTBkTsk+.lALXk 
~~%TBkT~k+lBk~k + mkTSk+dkxk + mkTSk+$kuk + imkTSk+lmk 
+ -$ tr[S k-t1 k xk Y uk)l + d,T,,Akxk + d,T$kuk + dkT+Pk + ek+l) F ( 
(26) 
= min(+xkrQk)rxk + +U,CT&U, + ;XkTAkTsk,,AkXk + U,T&T&,,A,X, 
-?+UkTBkTskdkuk + mkTSk+lAkxk + mkTSk+lBkuk + +mkTSk+lmk 
+ 4 tr(Sk+lPko) f iXkTWk(sk+d xk + ukTnk(sk+l) xk 
+ iUkTmk(Sk+l) uk + xkTg,(sk+,) + ukThk(sk+,) + d,T,Akxk 
+ d,T,,B,% + d,T,m, + ek+l> (27) 
= ~~{~XkT[Qk + AkT%c+,& + mk(sk+l)l xk 
+ xkTIAkTSk+lmk + i?k(sk+l) + AkTdk+ll + !i tr(Sk+lPko) 
+ $mkTSk+lmk + d,t+lmk + ek+l + &kT&u, + u,‘&x, + u,‘@i,>. 
(28) 
Because of (17), the control that minimizes (28) is given by (18). When this is 
substituted into (28), we obtain 
&%‘[Q, + AkTS,+,A, + wk(sk+,) - AkTR;lxkl xk 
+ xkT[AkTSk+pk + gk(sk+l) + AkTdk+, - AkTfiilfikl -t + tr(Sk+lPko) 
+ &mkTsk+lmk + d&,mk + ek+l - @ikT&%ik . (29) 
Using (14)-(16) in (29) yields the fact that (24) is true. Thus the proof by 
induction is complete. 
The next theorem shows that under certain reasonable conditions inequal- 
ity (17) is satisfied. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that QN 3 0 and that 
gk z x1 h = o,..., N - 1. (30) 
k 
Then, 
81, >o and Sk,, > 0; h = o,..., N - 1. (31) 
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Proof. We prove this by induction. First we note that because of Assump- 
tion 3 and Eq. 3 we have 
Mk(Sk+d 2 0, if Sk,, > 0. (32) 
Now we proceed by induction. Clearly we have i&,-r > 0 and S, 3 0. 
We now assume 
si 3 0, i = k + I,..., Iv (33) 
which implies 
IT,-l > 0, i = k + I,..., Iv. (34) 
Because S k+l 2 0 it follows from (32) and (11) that 8, > 0. This, by virtue 
of (14) permits the computation of S, , dk , ek and (24) yields 
J&s) = ixmT&x~ + hT+ + ek (35) 
I N-l = min E jzlc zk i(x,‘Qixi + ui’&uJ + 9xNTQNxN . uk,. . SUN-1 (36) 
Now because of our assumptions on QN , Qk , R,; k = O,..., N - 1, the 
right-hand side of (36) is nonnegative for all xk which implies 
Sk > 0 (37) 
and hence it follows from (32) and (11) that 
&-1 > 0 (38) 
so that (33), (34) are true for i = k,..., N and the proof by induction is 
complete. 
4. KNOWN SPECIAL CLUES 
a. Standard Linear-Quadratic Case 
Here 
with 
In this case 
fkcxk ) uk P OLk) = l-k,, , l-, E R”xq 
Eb,] = 0, E[olkolkT] = A, . 
Fk(% 7 uk) = rknkrkT, \Jxk , uk , k 
and the optimal feedback controller is independent of r,n,r,T. 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
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b. “Multiplicative-Noise” 
This is the case treated in [I]-[41 in continuous time. Here, 
with aK1 E Ra1, 01~~ E RQZ. The jth component of xk is denoted (LX& . The 
relevant statistics of 01~ are 
Gkl = 0, E[a,a,=] =(1, . (43) 
Generally in the literature it is assumed that aK1 and ak2 are uncorrelated, but 
this is not necessary in our theory. It is not hard using (42), (43) to calculate 
Wk , Rk, mk. Clearly because these matrices are nonzero the optimal 
controller, through linear, depends upon the statistics of the noise 01~ . 
5. NOVEL SPECIAL CASES 
In this section we display certain novel special cases which are covered by 
our general results. These are interesting primarily because they are 
genuinely nonlinear and also because it appears that they might turn out to 
be practically useful stochastic models. 
a. Norm Dependent Random Vector 
X kfl = AkXk + Bk”k + mk $- (6XkTDlxk i- UkTD2Xk $ +UkTD3Uk)112 ’ rkak , 
(44 
where we assume that 
4 20 
and if D, # 0 then 
D, > 0 and D, - D2TD;1D2 > 0. 
In addition, 
Ebkl = 0, E[+&$-, = Ak . 
(45) 
(46) 
Note that if DI = 1, D, = D, = 0 we have noise I’,,, multiplied by 11 xk I] . 
40914711-11 
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Equation (44) is genuinely nonlinear, but we have that 
and 
fkbk 9 Uk,) = 0 (47) 
so that this nonlinear system satisfies our assumptions that the mean of the 
nonlinearity is zero and the covariance matrix is a quadratic function of xk 
and uk . 
b. Random Vector Dependent Upon Sign of Scalar Nonlinear Function of xk 
and uk 
X k+l = A,VG + &u, + mk + %@(xk , Uk)] rk(Xk , uk) OIk , (49) 
where c$: R” x Rm --+ R1, r,(x, , uk) is a linear function of xk, uk. The statistics 
of (Ye are as in (46). Note that (49) includes, if uk E R1, 
X k+l = Akxk + Bkuk + mk + rk(xk , uk) Olk ’ %n 1 uk 1 . (50) 
c. Random Vector Dependent Upon Absolute Value of Linear Combination of 
xk and uk 
X k+l = A?& + Bkuk + mk + / PkTXk + ykTuk 1 rkak , (52) 
where again the statistics of 0~~ are given by (46). Note that (52) includes, if 
uk E R1, 
X k+l = Ak% f &uk + mk + rkak . 1 uk 1 . (53) 
Again it is easy to see that (52) satisfies our assumptions. 
d. Random Vector Dependent Upon Norm of xk and Absolute Value of 
components of xk 
X k+l = Akxk + Bkuk + mk + I/ xk ii rkoako + f rkiolki Itxk)i 1 Y 
i=l 
where ak”, ak’,..., akn are uncorrelated and where (xkh is the ith component 
of Xk . 
It is important to note that the stochastic processes listed above are non- 
trivial in the sense that they are genuinely nonlinear and no assumption has 
been made on the probability distribution of 0~~) other than that it has a 
finite covariance matrix. In particular, no symmetry assumptions have been 
made. 
The above stochastic systems are only certain special cases. It is quite 
likely that there are others of interest and importance which fit into our 
framework. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have considered the optimal control, subject to a quadratic 
performance criterion, of a class of nonlinear discrete-time stochastic systems 
in which the nonlinearity has, at each instant in time, zero mean and a 
covariance matrix which is a quadratic function of the state and/or control 
variables. For this class of problems we proved that the optimal controller is a 
linear function of the (perfectly observable) system state and that the coeffi- 
cients of this linear controller depend upon the statistics of the stochastic 
variables in the system. Certain well known results in stochastic linear 
optimal control emerged as special cases of our main theorem and a number 
of novel, nonlinear, systems were displayed which satisfy our assumptions. 
It is hoped that some of these will turn out to be useful stochastic models of 
physical systems. 
The interesting result that a certain class of nonlinear stochastic systems 
subject to quadratic performance criteria exhibits linear optimal controllers 
is in contrast to the deterministic nonlinear cases (obtained by replacing 
{Q} by a known sequence) for which there do not appear to be closed form 
solutions. 
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